JPEGger 2.3.4 Release Notes (10/12/15)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fixed Leads On Line PDF document tagging in JPEGger Config
Fixed Digest Authentication
Updated Schema to Add Camera Type Avigilon (wrong URL)
Change made on viewer importing images and configure data for those images
Added support for Lilin Network Camera

JPEGger 2.3.3 Release Notes (7/24/15)
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Alert for Leads thread completed indicating # of images sent
rt_lookup not working during export
Queries in archive not looking up receipt images correctly (SA/Fernando)
Need a filter on directory camera
Special chars in contract table were getting filtered
Fixed missing data when printing ticket

JPEGger 2.3.2 Release Notes (7/17/15)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fixed issue where viewer might show images from different archive when sequence
numbers overlap
Added Scrap Yard Dog license verification
Reseed primary database if sequence numbers overlap with archive(s)
Fixed hourly license check so that it stops listening for incoming connections

JPEGger 2.3.0 release notes (5/29/15)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Content-Length fix: Certain cameras appear to not have a space after the Content-length: string
causing JPEGger to miss the first digit of the length
Added SYD company number to JPEGger Config
Camera type changes: added Axis 3007, Visix, Clear to There cameras.
Allow source numbers up to 8 on multi-source cameras
Added TWAIN scanning to Multi-viewer
Enable delete of PDF and digital camera images
Added 'guid' field to all image tables as varchar(50)
Fixed GDI resource leak issue which would cause JPEGger service to stop capturing after about
12,000 images

9.

JPEGger 2.2.10.1 Release Notes (2/18/15)
Multiview was reported as having issues with:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Large queries – Multi-viewer would get confused about the file type associated with the
image
Multi-viewer was generating a new windows when using the next and previous arrows.
The ID field for licenses needed to be increased from 15 to 24
Images with extremely long names needs to be supported.

JPEGger 2.2.9.3 Release Notes (12/19/14)
1. A problem exists with trying to use all ports of a 4 port camera
2. A problem has been noticed where drivers licenses don’t keep their original aspect ratio when
moved to LOL
3. Also wrt LOL the number of days to look back control is not being respected.
4. Sony network cameras were missing a description in the camera list
5. Archiving was not nicely creating a new Archive file once the assign size was reached
6. Master/Slave - when selecting "delay uploading images" - the Master was not handling
thumbnails

